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Abstract

Fusion «citation functions for the systems 1§0 + 4**MTi «t

bombarding tnargias in ths rang* 30 MaV s ^ ( " 0 ) s 65 MaV vara

•Assured by Mans of tha 7-ray spactroscopy technique. The fusion

excitation functions are analysed using a seal-classical one-disensional

barrier-penetration aodel with different nuclear potentials describing

tha heavy-ion interaction. Fro» the analysis the fusion barrier

paraaeters wars obtained. The observed fusion cross sections at sub-

barrier energies are larger than predicted by this conventional one-

dinensional barrier-penetration aodel. The fusion enhancement at sub-

barrier energies for these systea* can be explained by the sinple

approach of Wong's modal, considering explicitly tha quadrupole

deformation parameter of the target nucleus.
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1. Introduction

During the last years sub-barrier fusion has been

intensively studied"*, both theoretically and experimentally. .It la

«•11 known that tho one-dimensional barrier-penetration nodal, using a

realistic nuclear interaction potanclalu>, underestimates tba fusion

eross section at sub-berriev «nargias and that at these energies the

nuclear structure of the colliding nuclei say play an iaportant rola in

the fusion process"**'. However, complete understanding of sub-barrier

fusion is still far off and there Is a strong need for «ore experimental

data.

In this paper we present the results of measurements of the

cross section for fusion of 1§0 + **'J0Ti. As the projectile is a double

magic nucleus, the possible effects of static and dynastic deformation

are due to the titanius isotopes, where the *°Ti is a neutron magic

nucleus and the **T1 is a more deformed nucleus.

The experimental technique used in this work is the 7-ray

spectroseopy method, which gives information not just about the fusion

process, but also on the deexcitation of the compound nucleus. The

experimental set-up and data analysis procedure are described in section

2. The experimental results srs presented in section 3, Section 4 is

devoted to the analysis of the fusion cross section. The last section

presents a summary and conclusion.



f. bpariaantal pvoeadura and data analysis

Tba **0 baaa «as productd by tha 8UD Pallatron of tha

flatvarsity of Sio Paulo with laboratory anargiaa fron 30 NaV to 65 MaV.

Tba targats conaiatad of thin layar of Batallie Tl (isotopieally

•Btichad to ai.2X and 7«,4X for th« **Tl and **Ti laotopas)* avaporatad

•p 0 . 1 M thick Ta backing. Tha affsctlva targat thlcknass, aaasurad by

tba Xucharford back-scattaring asthod'", w u 97«g/ea* for ^Ti and

Mpt/cJ for " n , with uncertainty about 5X.

lha 7-rays «ara aaasurad with a HFCa datactor, with anargy

«•solution of 2 kaV for tha 1332 naV j-tay froa a *°Co aourca and

afflelancy of 21.5X. Tha datactor was placad at 55* with raspact to tha

baaa direction, at a distanca of lOca froa tha targat. For tha **Ti wa

hav* aada aaasuraaanta at 0* and 90* in ordar to study and aaka

eorractiona dua to possibla aniaotropy and Dopplar shift affacts.

Absoluta affieiancias of tha HfCa datactor wara datarainad using

eallbratad aoureas ("Mn, wCo, "Co, "*», ^Ba, MrCs and *°rBi) that

waxa aountad in tha saaa gaoaatry and absorption conditions of tha

targat.

lot aaeh boabarding anargy of tha studiad systaas, wa havs

•ado aaasuraaants in*baaa and off»baaa. Tha typical irradiation tiaas

w«ra froa 3 hours to 10 hours long, dapanding on tha cross «actions and

baaa intanaitias. Tha dacay spaetra wara aceuaulatsd fro» pariods of 1

hour to 2 hours. Tha anarglas of tha 7-ray spactra rangad froa 100 kaV

to 2.2 MaV.

Tha data wara analysed by tha SAMPO coda(". For aach



systea all U w 7-linos «or* analysed in ordor to avoid alsintcrpreta-

tion of thoir origin; this analysis is »ado not only by «sing transition

onorgios and intensities, but also their dependence with the beea energy

and comparisons of the relative transition intensities of each residual

nucleus. We have Identified and analysed lines cosing froa reaction

residual nuclei, froa inelastic scattering, froa touloab excitation of

the Ta backing, froa reactions with target contaainants (**0 and "C) and

frea the background radiations.

For a given residual nucleus, the intensities of all its

ground state transitions are a aeasureaant of its production cross

section, if the particle side-feeding to the ground state of the

residual nucleus is negligible. Por our assa and energy region direct

particle feeding to die ground state is generally saall(".

The cross section for a given residual nucleus, produced in

a fusion-evaporation reaction, is given by;

A 1 Y^ÍE)
(I) T .Jt (D

where E is the Incident energy; A and f represents the aass nuaber and

thickness of the target; KA is the Avogadro nuaber; Y?1 is the in-beaa

yield for a given transition to ground state and cfl the respective

absolute efficiency. The nuaber of incident projectile nuclei, Mf, was

calculated using the thick-target 7-ray yield froa Couloab excitation of

the backing(M).

The ground state feeding intensities were carefully

determined taking into account contamination arising froa overlapping



transitions coaing fro* reactions with target contaainants or background

radiations and contributions fro» th« radioactivity of previous runs.

The correction for contamination of li0 and UC, vhan

necessary, was estiaeted taking into account the intensities of

transitions for the "o * "C and ll0 + XIO reactions'11-m, in the save

energy region of our Masursaents. For the correction» for the well

known background radiations1 w>, we have deterained their counting rate»

through the analysis of the background spectra («3 hours long).

In order to correct the coataaination arising froa the

presence of 4*Ti in the targets (U.5X and 17.» for the **ti and *Ti

targets) we have aade aeasureaents for the "o + **T1 (isotopieally

enriched to 99.36X) systea at boabarding energies of 35, 40, 46 an.' SO

HeV. The isotopic contaaination froa the **0 + **Ti reaction in the

production cross section for a residual nuclei is given by

V E > " »(I) * v g ) ' A - 46» 50

in which 0r(E) is the cross section calculated by aquation (1), where

the experiaentsl 7-ray yields, Y., includes the contribution froa

*O * **Ti reaction; ^ ( A - 4o, 48, 50) is the porcentaga coaposition of

titaniua isotopes in the target and *t*(I) is obtained by interpolation

or extrapolation, froa the asasured excitation function.

The analysis of decay spectra peraitted the aeasureaents of

the cross section production of unstable residues, with half•lives

eoaparabla to the irradiation tiae and, slaultaneously, the correction



for in-beam ground statt transition intensities belonging to the

daughter nucleus, when both are produced significantly11*l. However

these corrections turned out to be negligible in almost all cases for

two reasons: the half»life of the radioactive nuclei are generally long

with respect to the irradiation time (see table 1); In some cases, where

the half-life is shorter than or comparable to the irradiation time, the

decay of the radioactive nuclei populates predominantly the ground state

of the daughter nuclei.

Taking into account the experimental errors involved in this

experiments; e.g. statistical errors, systematic errors due to target

thickness, absolute efficiency, thick-target yield calculation for

Coulomb excitation and contaminant corrections» the total errors in

absolute cross section have been estimated to be between 8X and 20Z.

3. Experimental results

In table 1 we show the observed decay channels, the

corresponding residual nuclei and their half-life for the studied

systems. The last column of table 1 shows the 7-rays used for

production cross section determination for each residual nucleus. The

7-ray energy values enclosed by brackets indicate that the production

cross section, for these residual nuclei, were calculated by off-beam

measurements. The 7-ray energy values enclosed by parentheses

correspond to transitions feeding levels of the residual nuclei other

than Che ground-state. These 7-rays, coming from transitions to the low

lying states (typically E* 3 100 keV, for which the corresponding 7-ray



transition energy it below the detection threshold) of the residual

nucleus were used, together with ground-state transitions, to calculate

its production cross sections.

In figure la and lb the excitation function for the

evaporation residue cross sections, for soae of the aost intense decay

channels are shorn together with statistical aodel calculations,

perfonsed with the CASCADE code"5'. In this calculation the aaxlaua

angular aoaentua used for the angular aoaentua distribution was derived

froa experiasntal fusion cross sections. The diffuseness was set to d -

lfa. No discrete levels for residual nuclei were included for E* i A

MeV. The other paraaeters were set to default values. In spite of

these, the overall agreeaent with the data is quite good.

The fusion cross section»were obtained by suaaing. over all

observed residual nuclei, i.e.:

(3)

Excitation functions for fusion cross sections are presented as a

function of I/Eg, for both systeas studied, in fig. 2.



4. Analysis oi the i us, ton excitation functions

Th« fusion cross «action, in • sami-classical approach, is

given by convencional partial wave summation'**':

" «x/

vhar« X2 is tha asymptotic wave length of the system of two interactions

nuclei and Tj is tha transmission coefficient, which describes tha

penetrations of tha affective interaction potential, which contains

nuclear, Coulomb and centrifugal terms.

The simplest form for the J'dependence of the transmission

coefficients follows from the picture that all classical trajetórias

which lead to contact of tha two sharp nuclear surfaces result in

fusion. In this sharp cut-off model, tha fusion cross section, for

energies above the Coulomb barrier, is given by:

A V«(R>1
r<E«>-***M ' — I (5)

where R is tha sum of the nuclear radium and Va(R) is tha interaction

potential at the center*of -mass distance R. This leads to the classical

linear behavior of <rf versus I/Eg,, which is observed in our data (fig.

2).



Th* fusion excitation functions were coapared to calculation

perforaed using the seal-classical barrier-penetration aodel with the

nuclear heavy-ion potentials of Krappe, Nix and Sierk (KHS)°7) and the

proxiaity potential of Blocki et al.(U>. The transaission coefficients

are computed assuaing the Kill •Wheeler aproxiaationai>, and then fusion

cross sections were calculated froa equation (4).

Following the prescription of Vaz et al.(X> we introduced a

variation, Ar, in the radius of each reaction partner in order to

reproduce fusion cross sections near and above the Couloab barrier. The

results of these calculations are illustrated in fig. 3a and 3b for both

systeas.

Froa this analysis we extracted the fusion barrier

parameters, as shown in table 2, together with the frte paraaeter Ar

necessary to reproduce the data near and above the Couloab barrier. Ve

note that the fusion barrier paraaeters arc nearly the saae, showing

that these paraaeters are not very sensitive to the particular fora of

the nuclear potential. The values obtained for the barrier height, Va,

and for the barrier radius, R,, are in very good agreeaent with those

values obtained in the coapilation of Vas et al.(I). The calculated

fusion cross sections are systeaatically underestiaated in the sub-

barrier energy region for both systeas.

A siaple approach to discuss the behavior of the fusion

cross sections at sub •barrier energies, for the different isotopes, is

t9 use a one-diaenfional barrier-penetration aodel that Includes

explicitly the effect of deforaation. This is provided by the Wong

aodel(20). Although Wong's aodel is derived for static deforaation, the

quadrupole deformation paraaeters 0, say have an extended



interpretation, to represent a range of interaction barrier heights

arising from variations in the radius of the colliding nuclei due to

either changing orientation (static deformation) or zero point

vibrational configurations.

In this Model there are four parameters: the interaction

barrier height V|t its radial position R,, the curvature of the barrier

Aw, and the quadrupole deformation of the target nucleus fiv

In table 3 we show the values obtained by least-square fits

of the fusion excitation functions of both systems and the quadrupole

deformation parameter fi2 predicted from the B(E2) of the trans ition
(U)

2* - 0\

The fitted excitation functions are plotted in figures 4a

and 4b. The agreement between the values obtained from the fits of the

experimental data with predicted values show that the Wong model with

deformation of the target can explain the data.

5. Summary and conclusions

We have measured the fusion cross sections for the

i*0 + ««.Mf! aC # m r g i c s m a r a nd below the Coulomb barrier by means of

the 7-ray spectroscopy technique. The analysis of the data using a ont-

dimensional barrier-penetration model, permitted the determination of

the fusion barrier parameters, that are in good agreement with the

systematic* of Vaz at al. The enhancement of cross sections in the sub-

barrier energies region, can be explained using the Wong model by



including tha deformation parameters of tha target nucleus. The sane

conclusions «are obtained for the system* ie0 + *Sam'*3>.
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PICOU CAPTlOSS

Figure la. Excitation function for soa* of th* aost int*ns* evaporation
residue cross sections for th* system "o + **Ti plotted
together with a statistical aodel calculations (see text).

Figure lb. The saae for the systea "o + *Ti.

Figure 2. Fusion cross sections as a function of 1/EQJ for both
systeas studied.

Figur* 3a. Cosparison of the experimental data with calculation with
the KNS and proximity potential for the systea "o + **Ti.

Figur* 3b. The saa* for the system M 0 + 50Ti.

Figur* 4a. Coaparison of the experimental data with Wong's aodel inclu-
ding the quadrupol* deformation of the target nucleus fit for
the systea "o + **Ti.

Figure 4b. The saae for the system ie0 + MT1.
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243, (349). (385)
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Table 1 - Observed residual nuclei and r-ray transitions
used for production cross section determination.
TJ/J • S meens stable nucleus. The references
for Y-ray transitions are in ref. 14.



KNS

PROX.

RBlf)

9.04

9.01

Vg(MeV)

25.63

25.77

fi«(Mt/)
3.3

3.5

Ar(f)
0

0.14

1 6 0 + 50 T i

9.19

9.23

VB(MeV)

25.27

25.23

fiw(MeV)

3.2

3.4

Ar(f)

0

0.16

Table 2 - Fusion barrier parameters calculated by KNS and proximity
potential and the free parameters AT necessary to adjust
the fusion cross section near and above the Coulomb barrier.

SYSTEM I] RB(f)

^O+^Ti 18.95* 0.21

VB(MeV)

25.9110.20

25.20*0.20

fuo (MeV)

3.10*0.30

3.5*0.30

P2
0.31*0.02

o.iôtao2

P2pred

0.321

0.165

Table 3 - Wong model parameters obtained fitting the fusion excita
tion function and the st value predicted from B(E2T
eletromagnetic transition.
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